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INTRODUCTION
Internet domains have become an integral part of our lives, so one can easily understand that during their use, confl icts can arise, whose participants will search for rules enabling resolution of confl icts. Thus entering an area reserved up until now for experts with a command of information technology is law itself as a system of standards aimed at infl uencing human behaviour, into which a certain level of organization and certainly should be brought. This conclusion also applies to the use of Internet domains, for which however legal regulation depends in signifi cant measure on their technical nature.
Every computer connected to the Internet has its own defi nite Internet Protocol (IP) address formed of a combination of numbers, today four numbers lying between 0 and 255 and separated by periods, thus from 0.0.0.0 to 255.255.255.255 . This creates the possibility of using around four billion possible IP addresses. For practical use in ordinary life or during business activity, the IP address constructed in this way is impractical. It is not possible to expect Internet users to remember these numerical combinations; it is utterly useless for promoting and off ering goods and services or for identifying the entrepreneurs who provide them. Therefore, the idea has gradually come about to replace numbers with a diff erent designation that would be closer to users. The Domain Name System (DNS) thus emerged in 1984 -a hierarchically arranged system of names that removed numerical series on technical network addresses.
When the network user requests a domain name, his request is transferred from the user's server to the name server, where a technical IP address can be registered, which the domain name replaces. If this is not the case, the request continues to the root name server, a root list identifying the IP address belonging to the given domain name, and opens access to the chosen computer 1 . Since assigning a domain to a certain computer must be defi nite, multiple domains may refer to a single IP address, but on the contrary, it is not possible to assign one domain to multiple IP addresses.
Domains are actually certain named spaces in whose hierarchical arrangement the top-level domain (TLD) stands at the top. They are most frequently formed of an abbreviation of a country comprised of two letters (country code top-level domain -ccTLD) 2 , or it concerns the domain .eu, formed by regulation of the European Parliament and the Council of the EU 3 as a counterweight to the American companies using the TLD .com. Besides TLD formed by country abbreviations, so-called generic top-level domains (gTLD) are also applied, symbolizing the user groups for which certain activities are characteristic: .biz for business, .info for off ers of information, .com originally only for businesses from the USA, today freely accessible to anyone. There were originally eight of these generic domains (.com, .int, .net, .org, .arpa, .edu, .gov, . mil) , later accompanied by others (e.g. .name determined only for natural persons or their families, .pro for lawyers, tax advisors, physicians, engineers, thus certain employment groups in the USA, Canada, Germany and Great Britain).
In the next level of hierarchy stand second-level domains (SLD), which may already be formed by any words or combination of words (ex. ourvillage or brnocheeses).
They belong to a sub-network to which the computer belongs. Then within the framework of this SLD, each SLD owner can create further levels of named areas, so-called subdomains.
Examples of hierarchy:
cz top-level domain muni second-level domain law subdomain.
The entire domain name is then formed from all levels: www.law.muni.cz (the letters www indicate the Internet network (World Wide Web).
Whereas the domain name with the same TLD can only be assigned once, the option exists of registering the same name, which however contains a diff ering TLD (e.g. vodafone.cz, vodafone.com, vodafone.eu, vodafone.net, vodafone.org) .
As opposed to the top-level domain and secondlevel domain, which are assigned and registered centrally; another system of subdomains is entirely free and subdomains are not subject to registration. 
Legal character of domain names
Since the domain name is a replacement of the computer IP address, and it actually concerns a diff erent expression of this address, its legal character is somewhat controversial. The opinion is even mentioned in literature that this concerns only a reference to a computer on which the given information is found, thus a kind of "telephone number" enabling access to this computer. 7 This opinion was criticized, but it is clear that in the technical sense of the word, this does not concern for domain names a commercial name or brand, because it primarily does not belong to a person in the legal sense of the word and does not serve for its individualization. If the domain name is designed mainly to lead interested parties to certain goods or services, we can say that it has similar importance as a telephone number or business address. However, it need not indicate a person providing the given goods or services, or directly refer to these products.
Example 1: rcmshop.cz
The wording of the second-level domain would refer to a trading company, directly from the domain name however, not even the area of trading or hint of identifi cation of the business is ascertainable. A er entering the domain name on the Website, the interested party fi nds out that this concerns a business with modelling needs, model airplanes, model cars, etc., he can order the product but will not fi nd out the identity of the entrepreneur. To fi nd this out, it is necessary to search in the domain names register at CZ.NIC, where their owner of the domain name is listed as David Poláček, who registered this name at the registrar REG-ACTIVE 24 (the company ACTIVE 24, s. r. o.). Only through further investigation in the commercial register is it possible to learn that the entrepreneur is David Poláček, with registered seat in Brno, Cejl 535/83, Corporate number is 74241320, who deals in mediating trade and services, wholesale and retail, advertising activity, marketing and media representation.
Example 2: faster.cz In this case, the domain name is identical with the commercial name of the entrepreneur -the company Faster CZ spol. s. r. o. with registered seat in Brno, Obřanská 940/60, dealing in production, installation, repairs of electrical machines and instruments, electronic and telecommunications equipment and enterprising in electronic communications. The interested party fi nds out from the Website at which he has listed the domain name, all data necessary in business transactions (identifi cation of the entrepreneur and type of off ered products).
Example 3: syrybrno.cz When entering the domain name in November 2012, it was not possible to open any Website. When entering this name in February 2013, the message opened: "this is the new virtual WEB server at domain www.syrybrno.cz. Its operator has not yet published any pages on it." According to the search in the CZ.NIC register, the domain name belongs to the company DentalHardware s. r. o. with registered seat at nám. SNP 1139/31, Brno. However, no such company was located in the Commercial Register.
Though we take into account the aforementioned problems, one can say that the average user regularly affi liates domain names with a person off ering goods or services on the relevant Website. This is fully understandable because domain names used by entrepreneurs in their business activity are o en chosen so that the second-level domain (SLD) would use words that form the trade name of corporations formed of trading companies. There are also normally links to products that the entrepreneurs off er (strechydrevo.cz, stolari.cz, BS-BIKE.eu), or a combination of various data, with the help of which it is possible to identify the entrepreneur (optikakocandova.cz, podlahynaminske.cz). This fact brings domain names close to such designations that serve the individualization of persons or products, especially the trademarks and the commercial name.
Though the technical essence of domain names is the solution for the transfer and search for information, their utilisation for entrepreneurial purposes combines similar functions, such that are fulfi lled by e.g. commercial name. Here we can also speak of the identifi cation or competitive function of domain names. 8 In its use, it could also be classifi ed as intangible assets, and the right to it would form one of the industrial labelling rights.
If we view the domain name in the light of the new Civil Code (NCC), we most certainly arrive at the conclusion that the wide defi nition of a thing in the legal sense (Sec NCC) classifi es the domain name amongst things. This conclusion will be important mainly for dispositions with the domain name; however, this issue exceeds the aim of this paper.
Domain name, commercial name and trademarks
The domain name in commercial use leads interested parties to a Website, where its owner can promote its products and services, enable interested parties fast and comfortable purchase of the particular product, or simply provide information on company activities and results. The domain name thus fulfi ls the task of a kind of signpost, indicating the direction for persons interested in products or services; by itself, it could attract these interested parties by its wording. This does not make it a toplevel domain, but a second-level domain, which an entrepreneur can make up just as he wishes. Since domain names do not have explicit legal regulation, the entrepreneur is regulated in its creative eff orts only by rules determined by CZ.NIC and with which the domain name must comply upon registration. Though there is practically unlimited room for selecting second-level domains, it is impossible to rule out confl icts arising from clashes of similar 
Confl icts involving domain names
From the technical essence of a domain name, we see that the IP address of a computer and its expression by a domain name is unique, and by the nature of the matter, it is ruled out that two computers would have an identical IP address, thus an identical domain name.
The applicant of a new domain name is required according to the registration rules to always verify if the given name is taken or is still unused. If it is indeed taken, but the applicant feels that he has legal entitlement to it, this situation alone leads to a domain confl ict, whose resolution the registration rules also cover.
Cases of interchangeability of domain names stand outside registration's reach, because the registrar is not obliged to verify if the just-registered domain name can be mistaken for the domain name of another user. In the lack of special regulation, these cases will be resolved by the rules of unfair competition, whereas the priority rule applies (First-come, fi rst-served) -if two otherwise equal entitlements should come into confl ict, the user fi rst registering the domain name will be given preference. The person (entity) feeling aff ected by interchangeability of his (its) domain name with the domain name of another user bears the burden of proving the existence of elements of a general clause against unfair competition.
The provisions of Sec 44(1) of the Commercial Code are basically identical in this direction with the new regulation in Sec 2976(1) NOC. It will be necessary to prove that the persons encounter each other in economic relations (as direct competitors), that the person in violation has acted in contradiction to good morals of competition, and has thus evoked the potential of a detriment to the aff ected person. In light of the technical character of the domain name, which does not even indicate directly any individual entrepreneurs or their products, it will apparently not be possible to apply any of the misleading facts of unfair competition, but unfair competition will be judged only according to the general clause.
Example 1: wwwpaegas.cz
The plaintiff registered the domain www.paegas. cz in 1996, which it used to present provision of its services as a telecommunications network. The defendant registered in 2000 the domain wwwpaegas.cz, whereas it presented pornographic content at this address. The plaintiff sought an injunction, by which the defendant would be ordered to desist from using the domain name wwwpaegas.cz.
The ruling fell to the plaintiff , where the court expressed its conclusion that unfair competition had occurred: if while off ering his services on the Internet, one entrepreneur uses a designation that is similar to a designation which another entrepreneur has already been using, this is undoubtedly a case of conduct in confl ict with good morals of competition, and such conduct can objectively cause detriment to the other party (competitor), and thus, to consumers (Internet visitors). Two diff erent business entities are in economic competition with each other even though one does not provide telecommunications services and the other one does. Indeed, both participants encounter each other on the Internet, where they promote and off er their services, though each in a diff erent area.
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Example 2: scanservis.cz The plaintiff , registered in the CC as Scanservice since 1998, has had registered since the same year the domain www.scanservice.cz. The defendant registered the domain scanservis.cz in 2000, and engages in the same subject of activity as the plaintiff . The plaintiff sought an injunction, by which the defendant would be ordered to desist from using the domain name.
In the justifi cation, the court expressed its conclusion that the plaintiff has the right to the wording of its commercial name, whose fundamental part is the word scanservice and has the right to the registered domain www.scanservice.cz. Both of these rights are older than the defendant's right to the www.scanservis.cz. Just the slight diff erence in the designations of the listed domains and their phonetic matching in situations where under them, the same services are off ered, and they would thus be sought out by the same circle of customers, proves the possibility of interchangeability of the participants. It is thus possible to judge the actions of the defendant, who registered the stated domain for himself, as unauthorized interference in the rights of the plaintiff .
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The prevailing cause of confl icts of domain names is their interchangeability, based on similarity in how they look, how they sound or what they contain. Judging interchangeability however is narrower than is the norm when examining the same for commercial names or trademarks. The reason is fi rst the diff erent approach of Internet users, who are used to distinguishing greater details, they realize that for fi nding the sought a er term, large and small letters are important, as well as double consonants, placement of periods, dashes, etc.
12 This reason is, in the form of a certain generalization, stated in case law: "for judging interchangeability of domain names, it is necessary to start from the viewpoint of the average Internet user, who is conscious of the importance of each letter, number and sign, in the designation of any Internet address in order to open their exclusively requested Website." 13 Another reason may also be the fact that TLD are registered in various systems unrelated to one another. Therefore, it is not possible absolutely to apply analogically e.g. the rule from Czech commercial name law, according to which "it shall not be suffi cient to distinguish the commercial name of one legal entity from another by a diff erent legal form, indicated in its addendum" (Sec 10(1), second sentence of the CC). The argument that the registered domain name with the TLD .cz is not in and of itself suffi cient for an identical domain name, but with the TLD e.g. .eu or .com, to be considered interchangeable. Also contributing to understanding interchangeability is the fact that domain names are not limited to a territory of a certain country or certain grouping (EU), but rather can be used without territorial boundaries. Then the domain names opona.cz and opona.pl could stand side by side, where the fi rst domain name owner can be the manufacturer of theatre curtains (opona in Czech), and the other the owner of a service that changes tires (opona is the Polish term for tire).
Confl ict of the domain name and trademark
By registration and use of a domain name, entitlement to a trademark may be violated, because the trademark owner holds exclusive right to use it in relation to products or services, for which it was recorded, and exclude from using it all who use identical or similar designations, if similarity could lead to mistaken identity. 14 When assessing confl icts of trademarks and domain names, it is necessary to start from the fact that a trademark can be any designation capable of graphic illustration, mainly words, including personal names, colours, drawings, letters, numbers, shape of the product or its package, if this designation is capable of distinguishing the products or services of one person from the product or services of another person. Trademarks are bound to a certain class of products or services, which are to be marked by a trademark; they do not operate outside this class and may be applied for by a diff erent applicant. Mutual confl icts with domain names are clear from the following examples:
Example 1:
In the fi rst of them, the court ruled that the wording of the trademark and the name of the product are not such a legal reason that would automatically cause illegal registration of a domain name of an identical wording. If this does not interfere with the subject of protection of the registered trademark, then the condition when a person who is not an entrepreneur uses a domain of the identical wording as the wording of the trademark for non-commercial purposes is not a condition in violation of the trademark owner's right.
The essence of the matter was use of a domain name identical with the name of a medicine protected by a trademark. A trading company registered a domain name for itself that is identical to the name of a medicine of the plaintiff , and consequently transferred the domain name to its employee (the defendant), who used the Website indicated by the domain name to redirect to the Website of a fantasy literature fi gure. The court did not fi nd any violation in this procedure of the rights to the trademark, and in the justifi cation of the ruling, it stated that even in the Internet environment it is not possible, let alone normal, that names of all its products would be made exclusive for a certain manufacturer. If the plaintiff had such intention, it was not prevented from registering the relevant designation for itself as a domain name in time.
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Example 2: An application was made for the verbal designation www.trademark.cz to become a trademark for databases and other information products themselves, and in electronic, data, information and telecommunications networks of all types, and on data carriers of all types, relating so ware and hardware, electronic networks… in class 9, further in class 16, in class 35, in class 16 and in class 42.
The Czech Industrial Property Offi ce issued a decision to refuse this application for a trademark, citing the fact that the fi led designation is excluded from registration of trademarks (Sec 2(1)(b) of the Trademark Act), because it contains no qualifi cation to diff erentiate products or services. It expressed the conclusion that the verbal elements "www" and "cz" are as a rule a part of every Internet address in the CR, and thus do not have suffi cient distinguishing capacity, because they are not able to distinguish products or services from various identities. When judging the distinguishing capacity of the fi led designation, the presence or lack of other distinguishing elements and their impact on the average consumer are decisive. This element in terms of the Internet address is the second-level domain, which is found between the words "www" and "cz", and which in this case is formed by the verbal element "trademark". The designation www.trademark.cz being applied for is excluded from entry in the trademark register, because it has not capacity for distinguishing products or services. If under this designation being applied for, the ordinary consumer is not able to distinguish products or services coming from various entrepreneurs, such a designation can never assume a distinguishing capacity. In the opinion of the applicant that the fi led designation www.trademark.cz need not necessary represent an Internet address, it is necessary to point out that the ordinary consumer with average general knowledge will not consider this designation being applied for as fantasy without any relationship to the Internet, but under this designation, he only images a specifi c Internet address."
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For the origin of a confl ict it is decisive that the domain name leads to a Website used to promote and off ers goods or services of the same class or classes for which the trademark was also registered, because persons interested in the given goods expect that the domain name and the trademark have the same owner, which thus protects and simultaneously supports its products or services. From this, it also arises that owners of a domain name and trademark can, but not necessarily, meet in economic competition. The interchangeability of the domain name and trademark itself need not mean their confl ict, if the domain name is not used for the Website of a person in competitive standing against the owner of the trademark. Czech case law has yet to see resolution of a case where for protection of a trademark, a second-level domain registered previously for another competitor would be used.
3 Confl ict of the domain name and commercial name
Though it is not possible to identify a domain name with a commercial name, the trade name can be used as a second-level domain within the framework of the domain name. If a person does so who is registered in the Commercial Code under this commercial name, this leads to strengthening the identifi cation and competitive function of the commercial name, which thus also enters the subconscious of customers preferring use of electronic communication. It can easily occur however that the domain name containing as its SDL the trade name will not be registered by the bearer of the relevant commercial name, but by another person. The arising confl ict can then by solved in a number of ways: 1) the principle "First-come, fi rst-served" will apply to the benefi t of the person who had the domain name registered, because the bearer of the commercial name also undoubtedly had this opportunity but did not use it (principle of "vigilantibus iura scripta sunt" -"laws are written for the vigilant"). This fundamental rule however cannot apply absolutely; it is always necessary to consider the level of interference into the rights of another person, and the degree of threat of the legal certainty of the public.
Example 1
The defendant registered as a part of his domain name the SLD "ceskapojistovna". The plaintiff claimed this action was a violation of its rights to the commercial name and the trademark. The court took the following position in this dispute: even though the domain name of the defendant reads "ceskapojistovna" and not Česká pojišťovna (as the trade name of the commercial name and text in its trademarks read), this is given by the technical possibilities of designation on the Internet, and it is therefore necessary to deduce that the wording of the domain name is thus identical with the wording of the commercial name of the plaintiff and the text of the trademarks. If here, there is no legally recognized reason for the defendant to fi le with the registrar as its domain name the wording of the commercial name of the plaintiff and the text of its generally known trademark, then it interfered in the exclusive right of the plaintiff to use the commercial name and the trademark that is generally known also on the Internet.
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If the domain name held by the defendant is identical with the wording of the plaintiff 's commercial name and the wording of its trademarks, including the trademark declared as renowned, and no other legally recognized reason is found here (besides actual registration) for the domain name to be the property of the defendant, then the arising condition can be found to be defective, and the defendant can be ordered to desist from using the domain name, and this domain name must be taken from the defendant through a domain registrar. 2) This may concern the case of so-called domaingrabbing, where the grabber has a domain name registered that is identical with the commercial name or trademark of another person with the sole intention of gaining advantages. The forms of gaining advantages may be diverse -registration of the domain name with the intention of selling them later to owners of trademarks or bearers of commercial names, parasite usage of such a registered domain name, or blocking the domain name to the detriment of authorized persons. The conduct of the grabber leading to the fact that owners of renowned commercial names, trademarks or brand name would buy back use of their own commercial names or business designations on the Internet is in confl ict with good morals, and upon existence of a competitive relationship, protection of entitled persons mainly goes the way of the rules of unfair competition. 19 In our opinion however, this could also concern actions interfering in the rights to a company designation, and the aff ect person can defend himself also based on the provisions of Sec 12 of the CC.
3) If the applicant of the domain name is a person who does not meet with the bearer of a commercial name or owner of a trademark in economic competition, because such person will use the domain name exclusively for his own personal uses or those of a non-profi t character, the solution is controversial. If we start from the absolute nature of protection of a commercial name pursuant to Sec 12 of the CC, this conduct also constitutes interference in the rights to a commercial name, and will form rights listed in this provision; here however, relative protection founded upon rules of unfair competition are not considered.
Example 2
The decision of the court here confi rms the absolute nature of protection of a commercial name arising from Sec 12 of the CC: from the regulation of Sec 12 of the CC thus arises in part the absolute nature of the protection of the commercial namei.e. the entrepreneur can extract protection against each unauthorized user, and protection of rights acts erga omnes, against all, and in part the fact that the actual demands to desisting from the defective conduct and removal of the defective status are conditional only objectively to the given condition -unauthorized use of a commercial name, without relevant reasons for such use, and whether the conduct is intentional or out of negligence. It is therefore impossible to agree with the opinion that the application of Sec 12(1) of the CC is conditional to "damage" of the authorized person by the conduct of the "malefactor" and use of the commercial name to "the detriment" of the plaintiff . 20 Conduct comprised of registration or consequent use of domain names containing trade names or a fundamental part of company designations interfere with the identifi cation and competitive functions of the commercial name, because they join potential customers with persons diff erent from the entitled bearers of company designations. Besides deceiving, they can also parasite off of the good reputation of entitled persons, or threaten their good reputation. Though we expect that the vast majority of cases of unauthorized use of a commercial name in domain names will play out in the environment of economic competition, absolute protection of the commercial name according to special provisions of Sec 12 of the Commercial Code also includes involuntary actions that could play out outside the arena of economic relations.
CONCLUSIONS
Though by their technical nature, domain names are only a diff erent expression of the IP address of the applicable technical equipment, and as such, they are not the subject of explicit legal regulation, their practical use evokes many legal problems. Their nature is uncertain -they can be understood as relative entitlements arising from the agreement of the registrar, or the association CZ.NIC as the administrator of the name space of the domain .cz, but concurrently as an estate analogous to a thing, whose owner has the right to exclude all other entities from registration and use of the same or similar name. Registration brings the domain name to trademarks or the commercial name, but a person of a private right provides it only for the name space of the top-level domain that he administrates, and the name spaces of other top-level domains are thus not aff ected. They can bring interested parties to the required goods or services, but need not identify the person of a trader or manufacturer. They are defi nite for the given nodal point in the network, but this does not mean that it is possible to register only one domain name for one person.
Since in business relations, they can identify goods, services, their sellers and producers, they can come into confl ict with the rights to designations, especially trademarks and commercial names. Thus far, court practice is resolving these confl icts using rules for unfair competition, or rules for protection of commercial names and trademarks, but it is not ruled out that in the future, special legal regulation of domain names could be established.
SUMMARY
Domain names are only a diff erent expression of the IP address of the applicable technical equipment, and as such, they are not the subject of explicit legal regulation. Their nature is uncertain -they can be understood as relative entitlements arising from the agreement of the registrar, or the association CZ.NIC as the administrator of the name space of the domain .cz, but concurrently as an estate analogous to a thing, whose owner has the right to exclude all other entities from registration and use of the same or similar name. Registration brings the domain name to trademarks or the commercial name, but a person of a private right provides it only for the name space of the top-level domain that he administrates, and the name spaces of other top-level domains are thus not aff ected. They can bring interested parties to the required goods or services, but need not identify the person of a trader or manufacturer. The domain name in commercial use leads interested parties to a Website, where its owner can promote its products and services, enable interested parties fast and comfortable purchase of the particular product, or simply provide information on company activities and results. The domain name thus fulfi ls the task of a kind of signpost, indicating the direction for persons interested in products or services; by itself, it could attract these interested parties by its wording. This does not make it a top-level domain, but a second-level domain, which an entrepreneur can make up just as he wishes, he is regulated in its creative eff orts only by rules determined by CZ.NIC. Though there is practically unlimited room for selecting second-level domains, it is impossible to rule out confl icts arising from clashes of similar domain names or from overlapping of a domain name and trademark or commercial name.
